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	Text1: ACUP 2021 CATEGORY:DIGITAL SELF-PROMOTION – SOCIAL MEDIA This category is speciﬁcally to showcase how you use social media presence to promote your shop and inform your customers. Describe how this presence was developed and how you feel it has beneﬁted your shop, and best serves your organization and your customers. Please provide a link to the platform (Instagram, Facebook, etc). Additional supporting digital ﬁles may also be submitted.SUBMISSION FOR CONSIDERATION:We started an Instagram account (@ucsfdm) in June 2018.  At the time we had a few people on staff who felt this would be a good avenue to talk about our services and show our work.  Unfortunately those staff moved on and we really did not have the drive, energy, or know-how to make good use of this tool.Fast forward to 2020, and we realized that we needed to fully embrace all the opportunities we could to promote our services, and so working with our partners who manage marketing for our sister auxiliaries within our campus organization (Campus Life Services), we took on our Instagram account head-on.  With less staff and students on campus, we needed to reach them through some of the channels they were visiting while being at home.We have a small group that meets weekly to gather relevant post ideas and discuss potential images or videos for our Instagram account.  Additionally, the marketing members are able to here what we have been doing and can bubble-up any items that can be turned into larger stories on the parent Campus Life Services (CLS) website expanding our message reach.In the past we have printed annual calendars that we have distributed for free, and for 2021 we went all-digital, offering computer desktop versions and print-your-own PDF files.  This turned into an Instagram posting, as well as, a CLS website story – and both of these generated additional traffic to our own Studio team microsite built for the folks in our department who handle design and web work.We have also created a couple of specific "whiteboard videos" specifically to remind viewers why they should use our services and that we are here to help - which posted on Instagram.The success of systematically embracing our Instagram account allowed us to commit to doing the same for our copy center at UC Berkeley and in August 2020 we actively began posting on that account (@moffittcopy) as well.While the numbers are not huge, we are happy with the 234 followers we see so far across both of our Instagram accounts.  It is definitely more than we had before March 17, 2020.Thank you for your consideration.


